[Map of Vale Area]

Dorin’s Vale
Last of the Seven Vales, Dorin’s Vale is the center around which this Scarred Lands campaign is set. It is made up of stalwart and headstrong frontiers-folk who are determined to survive and even prosper against the horrors that the Titanswar has left in its wake.
[Civilized Area on Temperate Plains: EL 2]

Circle of Solace
The holy site where the Circle of Solace and Valewitches alike gather, this place of standing stones seems to repel the monstrosities that haunt the area, making it one of the few safe places outside of Dorin’s Vale itself. Though a number of large and even dire animals native to the plains might be found here, most of them are peaceful, unless those who approach the Circle mean it harm.
The Circle of Solace is a druid ring (Relics & Rituals, p140.)  It is about a half-day’s ride to the Circle of Solace from Dorin’s Vale.
[Temperate Plains: EL 2]

Alambrin Wood
A small wood used primarily for hunting and trapping, the Alambrin is well patrolled by the Circle of Solace and the Vale Guard. As a result, few monsters dwell within it. Occasionally, however, some creature finds its way into the depths of the Alambrin and must be rooted out by the folk of Dorin’s Vale.
It is about a day’s ride to the Alambrin Wood from Dorin’s Vale.
[Temperate Forest: EL 3-4]

Ruins of Jaervin’s Vale
One of the Seven Vales, Jaervin’s Vale was the river transport center of the Seven Vales. It was destroyed long ago by the hagborn of the Hornsaw Forest. Rumor has that all manner of horrific creatures dwell in its ruins now.
It is about a day and a half ride around the lake to Jaervin’s Vale from Dorin’s Vale.
[Haunted/Magical on Temperate Plains, Temperate Water: EL 5]

Hornsaw Forest
This forest was once a tranquil and idyllic place, home to unicorns and untouched by civilization, save that of the Emerald Vale, the bounteous elven city within. When Mormo was destroyed, her blood and essence tainted the essence of the forest, transforming the unicorns into the horrors known as Hornsaw Unicorns.
It is about two and a half days ride to the Hornsaw from Dorin’s Vale.
[Temperate Forest: EL varies from 5 at the edge to 15 in some areas]

